
❖ Price 1 includes the following-15 minutes of skirting, one hour of tumbling, pre-soak, one wash, rinse, one
pass through picker, carding to roving or batt (your choice). Use of the LFS-Dehairer is $10.00 extra per
pound.

Wool Alpaca, Llama, & Mohair 

Single 2-ply 3-ply Single 2-ply 3-ply

Bulky (6-7 wpi) & Super Bulky (<6 wpi) N/A $25/lb $27/lb N/A $31/lb $33/lb 

Worsted/Aran  (8-9 wpi) $22/lb $24/lb $26/lb $31/lb $33/lb $35/lb 

Sport (13-15wpi) & DK (10-12 wpi) $25/lb $30/lb $33/lb $33/lb $35/lb $37/lb 

Fingering   (16-19 wpi) $27/lb $30/lb $34/lb $35/lb $37/lb $41/lb 

Lace  (20+ wpi) $27/lb $32/lb $38/lb $37/lb $39/lb $45/lb 

Individual Services: 
Winding onto cone $2.00 per pound picked weight  
Blending (Fiber provided by customer)  $4.00 per pound picked weight 
Blending (Fiber provided by Edwards Woolworks Mill)  $4.00/per pound picked 
weight plus the cost of the fiber being added predicated upon what we paid for 
it.

Please note: for yarn the diameter of the yarn (number of wraps) per inch will 
vary based upon the breed, seasonal health and individual characteristics of the 
animal. We strongly recommend that you include a sample of the yarn size you 
want if you are processing from fleece to yarn. If you are processing to yarn you 
can ignore Price 1. We do NOT charge both fees. It's one or the other. If you 
choose  yarn then the prep work (tumble, wash, pick, card ect) is included in the 
yarn price. Blending actions that are NOT actually mill blending include but are 
not limited to combining multiple fleeces to produce a blended yarn. Combining 
two different colored fleeces from your order to produce a color variant roving or 
yarn. Mill blending is the addition of a fiber to your fleeces to improve strength, 
cohesion or add color not found within your fleeces. 

*** We are NOT like other mills. There are no hidden charges. For anything not listed ask 
us-we will do our best to accommodate all fiber producers and artisans. These prices are 
good until Dec 31, 2022. ***

Price 2-Worsted 2 Ply: $24.00 per pound   
Price 2 is the most common type of yarn requested.  Price 2 spinning service includes all the services in Price 1 

plus drafting (2 passes), spinning, plying, steaming to set the twist and skein winding by the yard. We don't 
charge a combination fee of roving and spinning.   Your yarn fee can be see in the boxes below.

PRICE LIST

Price 1-Roving/Batts: $16.50 per pound  Incoming weight

 Incoming weight

Price 3-Supplemental:
 High grease 2nd wash additional $3.00/per pound  (as the soap is currently $31.25 per liquid pound)
 Drafting added onto Price 1 for handspinning $2.00/per pound
 Removal of excessive VM via Double picking/carding add $3.00/per pound for total of $19.50 per pound
 LFS-Dehairer $ 10.00 per pound (this removes guard hairs, 99% of VM and vastly improves spun yarn quality)
 Handblending $4.00/per pound picked weight with the addition of silk, nylon, wool, bamboo or other fiber.****
 Combed Top $      {price will be made available when the gilling machine arrives from Italy}

Yarn

Fleece/
fiber length 
3-6

Unless arrangements are made any items left unpaid for more than 30 days after the scheduled pickup date becomes 
property of the mill to offset the cost of processing. If you have a sudden financial hardship let us know...we are more than 
willing to work with you. 

A billing example:
1) 10 lbs of wool comes in to

be made into roving. It is
filled with VM. The cost
will be 10x17.50=$175.00

2) 10 lbs of clean wool comes
in to be made into yarn.
After processing into a
cloud it weights @ 8.2
pounds (customer wants 2
ply sport yarn. The
TOTAL cost is $246.00

3) 40 pounds of Alpaca
comes in. After tumbling,
washing, picking it
weighs 36 pounds. Sport 2
ply is then $35x36=$1260
The industry standard is
to use a LFS/dehairer if
you choose to add that
service the bill is $45x36
pounds for superior yarn.




